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A home is a place whose lighting needs are pretty much discussed by every one .You might get the
tit bit advices from your friends as well as browse for hours in the internet to find the rightful lighting
solutions to every room of your house. Of course the metallic finish LED ceiling lights / ordinary
ceiling lights and the pendant lights  of the latest design might be decorating your homeâ€™s rooms but
well what happens is that you miss to  fix up the right kind of light fixtures for your back yard. Yes
many might just say that a simple high watt sconce will do for the backyard.

The pendant lights of any brand sheds a kind of whimsical light edge to the room where it is placed
but a back yard is the place where in your little child might be spending hours together playing his
basketball or cricket .So instead of looking up for the simple lights like the wall fitted dangling
pendant lights or ceiling lights you can opt for the lanterns or the mounted lamps which could be
fitted around the perimeter of the wall with a gap in between two of them.

The size of your back yard also counts when it comes to the lighting needs. The huge sconces or
danglers are excellent options but that might need to bear up the harsh realities that happen in your
back yard. Your kid might just throw away his ball harshly (in a bad temper) and you might end up
counting the total damage done to all those costly led ceiling lights or ordinary ceiling lights fixed
upon the compound wall. On the other hand you alternatively go for a cheap option to fix up the
lanterns with solid glass and halogen bulbs.

The halogen bulbs do not cost much of electricity bill and the durability of such lights could be visibly
seen by your own self when you have fixed it with the lanterns or the mounted lamps fixed upon the
perimeter of the wall.

A happy game might just happen at any time of the day and do not be baffled when the sun stops to
shine cosâ€™ your back yard lights might start its job to enable you to enjoy and have fun playing the
game as long as you wish it to continue!
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